We report on a precise measurement of the electron-antineutrino angular correlation (a coefficient) in free neutron beta-decay from the aSPECT experiment. The a coefficient is inferred from the recoil energy spectrum of the protons which are detected in 4π by the aSPECT spectrometer using magnetic adiabatic collimation with an electrostatic filter. Data are presented from a 100 days run at the Institut Laue Langevin in 2013. The sources of systematic errors are considered and included in the final result. We obtain a = −0.10430(84) which is the most precise measurement of the neutron a coefficient to date. From this, the ratio of axial-vector to vector coupling constants is derived giving |λ| = 1.2677(28).
I. INTRODUCTION
The free neutron presents a unique system to investigate the standard model of particle physics (SM). Its β-decay into a proton, an electron and an electronantineutrino is the prototype semileptonic decay. The low decay energy allows a simple theoretical interpretation within the Fermi theory, which is a very good approximation of the underlying field theory at low energies. Due to the absence of nuclear structure this decay is easy to interpret with only minor theoretical corrections compared to nuclear β-decays.
While the neutron lifetime gives the overall strength of the weak interaction, neutron decay correlation coefficients depend on the ratio of the coupling constants involved, and hence determine its internal structure. Today, neutron β-decay gives an important input to the calculation of semileptonic charged-current weak interaction cross sections needed in cosmology, astrophysics, and particle physics. With the ongoing refinement of models, the growing requirements on the precision of these neutron decay data must be satisfied by new experiments. * Corresponding author, email: wheil@uni-mainz. de The aSPECT experiment [1] [2] [3] has the goal to determine the ratio of the weak axial-vector and vector coupling constants λ = g A /g V from a measurement of the β-ν e angular correlation in neutron decay. The β-decay rate when observing only the electron and neutrino momenta and the neutron spin and neglecting a CP-violating term is given by [4] 
with p e , p ν , E e , E ν being the momenta and energies of the beta electron and the electron-antineutrino, m the mass of the electron, G F the Fermi constant, V ud the first element of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, E 0 the decay energy and σ n the spin of the neutron. b is the Fierz interference coefficient. It vanishes in the purely vector axial-vector (V − A) interaction of the SM since it requires scalar (S) and tensor (T ) interaction (see e.g. [5, 6] ). The correlation coefficients a and A are most sensitive to λ and can be used for its determination. The SM dependence of the beta-neutrino angular correlation arXiv:1908.04785v1 [nucl-ex] 13 Aug 2019 coefficient a on λ is given by [4, 7] a = 1 − |λ|
To date, the most accurate value of λ has been extracted from measurement of the β-asymmetry parameter A [8] [9] [10] . However, determining λ from a yields complementary information since the experimental systematics are different and systematic effects are relevant in this type of high precision experiments. λ together with the neutron lifetime τ n can be used to test the unitarity of the top row of the CKM matrix [11, 12] since it yields its first element V ud according to [13] [14] [15] :
where the error in the numerator reflects the uncertainty of electroweak radiative corrections. The neutron decay determination of V ud is preferred as it is free of isospin breaking and nuclear structure corrections. Within the SM, neutron beta decay is described by two parameters only, i.e., V ud and λ. Since more than two observables are accessible, the redundancy inherent in the SM description allows uniquely sensitive checks of the model's validity and limits [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , with strong implications in astrophysics [22] . Of particular interest in this context are the search for right-handed currents and for S and T interactions where the various correlation coefficients exhibit different dependencies. These investigations at low energy in fact are complementary to direct searches for new physics beyond the SM in high-energy physics (see e.g. [19, 20, 23] ).
The present precision of a measurements is ∆a/a ∼ 3% taking the PDG value −0.1059 (28) [24] [25] [26] [27] . The work with aSPECT presented here improved the measurement of the β-ν e angular correlation a to ∆a/a ∼ 1%.
II. THE EXPERIMENT
At aSPECT the β-ν e angular correlation is inferred from the energy spectrum of the recoiling protons from the β-decay of free neutrons. The shape of this recoil energy spectrum is sensitive to a, due to energy and momentum conservation: the proton gains a large recoil energy when the electron and neutrino are emitted in the same direction (dominant process for positive a) and only a small recoil energy when they are emitted in opposite directions (dominant for negative a). The resulting differential energy spectrum is shown for two different values of a in Fig. 1 (a) . The recoil energy spectrum in turn is measured with a spectrometer using magnetic adiabatic collimation with an electrostatic filter (MAC-E filter) [28] [29] [30] . Such a MAC-E filter collimates the momenta of charged particles, protons in the (8), (9) , (10) ) that the area under the respective curve is 1, i.e., does not depend on a. The derivative dy/da (black solid curve) expresses the sensitivity of the yield (y theo(n) /N0) to changes in a which (in absolute numbers) is maximal at UAP voltage settings of ∼ 50 V and ∼ 400 V (top horizontal axis). We do not use a lower voltage setting (UAP < 50 V), as it is potentially sensitive to background from the ionization of residual gas.
case of aSPECT, into the direction of the magnetic field by guiding them from a high magnetic field B 0 into a low magnetic field region B A . The inverse magnetic mirror effect provides for a conversion of their transversal energy into longitudinal energy. In the low magnetic field most of the kinetic energy of the proton therefore resides in its longitudinal motion, which is then probed by an applied retardation voltage U AP . A variation of the retardation voltage yields a measurement of the integral proton energy spectrum ( Fig. 1 (b) ). This technique in general offers a high luminosity combined with a high energy resolution at the same time. In order to extract a reliable value of the β-ν e angular correlation coefficient any effect that changes the shape of the integral proton energy spectrum has to be understood and quantified precisely. Examples are a.o. the transmission function of the MAC-E filter and background that depends on the retardation voltage.
A. The transmission function
As long as the protons move adiabatically through the MAC-E filter, the ratio of radial energies at emission and retardation points is given by 1/r B , with r B := BA B0 , where B 0 and B A are the magnetic fields at the place of emission and retardation, respectively. This amounts to the energy resolution of aSPECT. Hence, the transmission function F tr for isotropically emitted protons of initial kinetic energy T is a function both of U A and r B [1, 2, 31] :
(4) with e the elementary charge and U A = φ A − φ 0 , the potential difference between the place of retardation (φ A ) and emission (φ 0 ). The place of retardation, the so-called analysing plane (AP), is defined as the plane, in which the kinetic axial energy of the protons in the magnetic flux tube from the decay volume (DV) to the detector becomes minimal. The AP of aSPECT is a surface in R 3 . It can be determined by particle tracking simulations given the known electric and magnetic field configurations. In case of homogeneous electric and magnetic fields inside the DV and AP electrode, the AP is nearly the midplane of the AP electrode.
In the ideal case U A is just the applied retardation voltage U AP between the DV and AP electrode (see Fig. 2 ). In reality, the electric potentials φ A and φ 0 get slightly shifted and distorted by field leakage and locally different work functions of the electrodes creating these potentials. For the magnetic field ratio r B , variations are caused by locally inhomogeneous B fields in the DV and AP region. Hence, U A and r B depend on the individual proton trajectories P i . Therefore, they get replaced in Eq. (4) by their averages U A and r B , where the averages are over all trajectories of those protons that reach the detector 1 . For details on the determination of r B and U A , see sections IV B and IV C. For more details on the transmission through MAC-E filters and the influence of the field configuration, see [2, 32] .
The uncertainties of U A and r B form the principal systematic uncertainties of aSPECT, albeit not the only ones. Two examples of transmission functions for aSPECT are included in Fig. 1 (a) . Simulations show [2, 31] that the sensitivity of the measured a values on U A and r B is given by ∆a/a ∼ 1.4·10 −4 ×∆ U A /mV and ∆a/a ∼ 5.5 × ∆ r B / r B . Therefore, a shift of ∆ U A ∼ 80 mV or ∆ r B / r B ∼ 10 −3 corresponds to a shift ∆a/a ∼ 1 %.
B. Experimental set-up
In 2013 aSPECT was set-up for a production beam time at the cold neutron beam line of PF1b [33] at the Institut Laue Langevin in Grenoble, France. Here we present the basic layout of the aSPECT experiment. Details are discussed in [1] [2] [3] and [31, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Modifications of the experimental arrangement used for the measurement in 2013 with respect to the ones presented in the previous articles are shortly mentioned at the relevant places.
A schematic of the 2013 aSPECT spectrometer is shown in Fig. 2 . The longitudinal magnetic field of the MAC-E filter is created by a superconducting multi-coil system oriented in vertical direction [1] . The neutron beam enters horizontally in the lower part of the aSPECT spectrometer at the height of the high magnetic field B 0 and is guided through the DV electrode towards the beam dump further downstream. Protons and electrons from neutron decays inside the DV electrode are guided adiabatically along the magnetic field lines. Downgoing protons are converted into upgoing protons by reflection off an electrostatic mirror electrode (EM) at U EM = 860 V (Table I) below the DV electrode, providing a 4π acceptance of aSPECT. The protons are guided magnetically towards the AP inside the main AP electrode (E14 in Table I ). Protons with sufficient energy pass through the AP and are focused onto a silicon drift detector (SDD) both magnetically and electrostatically. A reacceleration voltage of U DC = −15 kV applied to an electrode surrounding the detector, the so-called detector cup (DC) electrode, is used in order to be able to detect the protons. A photograph of the set-up at PF1b is shown in Fig. 3 .
The main superconducting coils are operated in persistent mode. Additionally, there are two superconducting correction coils in driven mode to create a small magnetic field gradient across the DV, as well as a combination of external air-cooled coils in Helmholtz and AntiHelmholtz configuration in the AP region. For more details regarding the magnetic fields and the aSPECT magnet system, see [1, 2, 35, 37] . The whole set-up is surrounded by a magnetic field return yoke to reduce the stray magnetic field (see Fig. 3 ), but does not affect significantly the internal magnetic field and its homogeneity [41] . During the beam time in 2013 the magnetic field was B 0 ∼ 2.2 T in DV region, B A ∼ 0.44 T around the AP and B DC ∼ 4.4 T at the position of the detector.
The electrode system creating the electric potentials has been described in detail in [1, 2, 31, 37] . Between the DV and the main AP electrode the electrode system contains cylindrical electrodes with subsequently higher potential (electrodes E10 to E13 in Table I ). Their purpose is to avoid steep gradients of the electric potential to achieve a sufficiently adiabatic motion of the decay protons from the DV to the AP [2] . They also help to minimize field leakage into the main AP electrode (E14). The resulting electric potential along the vertical axis of the aSPECT spectrometer is shown in Fig. 4 together with the course of the magnetic field strength. Between the AP and DV electrode, the voltage U AP is applied. The applied voltage U AP is supplied by a precision power supply 2 . A voltage divider further provides the voltages for the electrodes above and below the main AP electrode, see Table I . U AP is measured with a precision of < 13 mV at a second connection to the main AP electrode using a precision voltmeter 3 (section IV C). Typical voltages applied to the relevant electrodes during the 2013 beam time are shown in Table I . The nomenclature is from [1] . Besides the new DV and AP electrodes major differences compared to [1] are the omission of the diaphragm electrode E7, the segmentation of the mirror electrode E1 into two parts for improved adiabatic motion during reflection of the protons [31] , and the change of E15 above the main AP electrode to a dipole electrode, cf. Fig. 2 . The DC electrode as well as the upper E×B drift electrode E16 are made of stainless steel (316LN), which has been electropolished to reduce field emission. Furthermore, the thickness of about 3 cm of the DC electrode housing the SDD reduces the environmental background seen by the detector. All other electrodes are made of OFHC copper (mostly CW009A). They are gold-coated galvanically with a thickness of 1 µm and an underlayer of 10 µm silver. Most electrodes have got a cylindrical shape. The DV and AP electrodes, in contrast, are made from flat segments (cf. Fig. 5 ). This is one difference to previous set-ups of aSPECT. Flat electrodes lead to a more homogeneous workfunction on the electrode surface during manufacture [31, 34] . In addition, they allow a measurement of the work function of the electrodes using a scanning Kelvin probe, see Appendix A. The DV and AP electrodes were made from the same slab of copper and the electrode surfaces were machined and treated identically 4 . Both the DV and AP electrodes were polished before coating using a non-magnetic polish.
In between beam times aging of the surfaces was observed due to diffusion of Cu into the Ag layer and to some extend into the final top layer of Au [42, 43] , leading to increased surface roughness contributing to increased field emission and as a result to an increased background during a beam time in 2011. As a consequence, the Au coating with its underlayer of Ag was simply renewed shortly before a scheduled beam time. Prior to the assembly all electrodes were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath using the cleaning sequence soap (P3 Almeco 36), deionized water, solvent (isopropyl), and again deionized water. Before final installation any visible dust that had accumulated on the electrodes was removed using lintfree tissue. Using the identical material, identical production procedures like machining, polishing and coating and handling the electrodes identically resulted in similar properties of the work function and its dependence on environmental conditions like the formation of surface adsorbates with their dependence on temperature and pressure. After the production beam time in 2013 and until the measurement of the work function of the electrodes with the Kelvin probe, the electrodes were stored in a commercial deep freeze at a temperature of < −18
• C. Since the diffusion coefficient follows
Fields inside aSPECT along the vertical direction (z-axis). The magnetic field is shown in blue (dotted curve), the electric potential in red. The position of the electrodes as mentioned in the text and listed in Table I are indicated by horizontal bars (in blue). The most important Penning-like traps for positively (+) and negatively (-) charged particles inside aSPECT are indicated as ellipses.
an Arrhenius equation, the lower temperature effectively suppresses the aforementioned diffusion processes [44] . Additionally, the electrodes were enclosed individually in plastic bags filled with Argon to avoid contamination. The measured long-term stability of the work function of the electrodes after the beam time shows that these measures effectively suppressed the deterioration of the surfaces. Consequently, no significant change of their work function was the finding, see Appendix A. Inside aSPECT, the neutron beam is shaped in front of the DV and further downstream towards the beam dump by several 6 LiF apertures [38] . These apertures have been mounted originally on non-conductive Borosilicate glass plates. To avoid any potential charge up effect and therefore field leakage into the DV, the glass plates have been replaced by conductive plates made out of BN and TiB 2 5 [35, 36] . For the same reason the 6 LiF apertures have been sputtered with Ti.
A manipulator installed at the cross-piece on a side port of the spectrometer at the height of the DV elec- trode provides the possibility to insert probes into the center of the DV electrode (Fig. 5) . It was used, among others, to insert Cu foils for measurements of the neutron beam intensity profile inside the DV, removing the necessity to extrapolate from beam profile measurements further up-and downstream of the DV, which had introduced a significant uncertainty in the past. 63 Cu and 65 Cu of the foil are activated by neutrons from the beam with half-lives of 12.7 h of 64 Cu and 5.1 min of 66 Cu. The X-rays and β + particles of 64 Cu in the activated Cu foil are imaged using a X-ray imaging plate and an image plate scanner. In Fig. 6 the horizontal projection (y-axis) of the measured neutron beam profile is shown. Along the incident neutron beam the beam profile does not change, at least not across the effective neutron decay length of ∼ 3 cm. This section is defined by the magnetic projection (in x-direction) of the decay protons along the flux tube onto the two detector pads (2, 3) of the SDD (cf. Fig. 7) . A flux tube is a generally tube-like (cylindrical) region of space which fulfils B · dA = const. Both the cross-sectional area (A) of the tube and the field contained may vary along the length of the tube, but the magnetic flux is always constant. Therefore, for the radial displacement (r) of the decay protons along the symmetry axis (z) of the aSPECT cryostat it follows to a good approximation:
Also shown in Fig. 6 is a distribution measured using a reduced beam profile. The latter was used to investigate an important systematic effect of aSPECT, the edge ef- fect, see section IV E. Inside the aSPECT system an ultra-high vacuum is maintained by means of cascaded turbomolecular pumps, one at the height of the DV electrode and two at the detector. The cold bore of the cryostat, with temperatures locally reaching down to ∼ 50 K, is acting as a cryopump. Furthermore, good vacuum conditions are maintained by internal getter pumps 6 at the height of the lower E×B electrode E8 and just below the DV electrode as well as an external getter pump 7 at the height of the DV electrode. With this vacuum set-up a pressure of p DV ∼ 5·10 −10 mbar was achieved close to the DV electrode after several weeks of pumping. This is far below the critical pressure for proton scattering off residual gas (cf. section IV I, [2] ). Despite the very good vacuum of aSPECT, the remaining residual gas gets ionised and trapped in Penning-like traps, created by the B-and E-fields of the spectrometer. The most prominent ones are indicated by ellipses in Fig. 4 . Stored protons, ions and electrons are removed to a large extent from these traps by two longitudinally split dipole electrodes, above the DV electrode (E8) and above the main AP electrode (E15) by their E×B drift motion 8 , see Fig. 2 and 4. Hence, the low vacuum level (the vacuum gradually improved during the whole production run) and the removal of stored particles by E×B drifts reduces the retardation voltagedependent background as one of the potential sources 6 SAES type CapaciTorr C 400-2 DSK. 7 SAES type CapaciTorr C 500-MK5. 8 Charged particles moving in crossed E-and B-fields have a drift motion perpendicular to both fields [45] . Due to this E×B drift, stored charged particles move outside of their storage volume, where they usually hit the electrode walls and are of no longer concern. of systematics to an acceptable level. This background stems from positively charged rest gas ions ionized in the AP region (section IV D, [35, 36] ). The E×B electrode E16 does not serve for trap cleaning but is used to preaccelerate protons which have passed the AP (ensuring that they overcome the increasing magnetic field) and to tune their alignment onto the detector.
FIG. 7.
The SDD with its three detector pads is mounted inside the detector cup electrode featuring a wall thickness of 3 cm, which is at the reacceleration potential of −15 keV. The alignment with respect to the aSPECT coordinate system was determined by dedicated measurements [36] and is shown on the left plot. Data from detector pad 1 could not be used for the analysis of a (details see text).
The SDD for proton counting consists of an array of three detector pads of an area of 10 × 10 mm 2 each 9 , see Fig. 7 ( [39, 46] ). It has an entrance window of 30 nm thickness made from aluminium. Use of a SDD with its intrinsic low electronic noise compared with Si PIN diodes, combined with a thin deadlayer, permits to lower the reacceleration voltage to U DC = −15 kV 10 . This significantly reduces field emission. The reacceleration voltage is provided by a high-voltage power supply 11 . Signals from the SDD are read out by a custom-built preamplifier and spectroscopy amplifier with logarithmic amplification (shaper). The shaped signals are digitized with a sampling ADC (12 bit, 50 ns resolution) [1, 47, 48] . Figure 8 shows a pulse height spectrum (cf. section IV G) taken during the beam time. The proton peak is well separated from the electronic noise. The SDD is also sensitive to the β-particles from the decay of the neutron. They are clearly visible above the proton region in Fig. 8 and steadily continue into the proton region, as can be deduced from a measurement at U AP = 780 V, where all 9 pnSensor UM-141101. 10 With a kinetic energy of ∼ 15 keV, protons passing the 30 nm aluminium deadlayer (manufacturer specified) have a range of ∼ 200 nm in silicon (section IV F). 11 Type: FuG HCN 35-35000. decay protons are blocked by the potential barrier. Low energetic β-particles, indeed, form the dominant background in the proton region, see Fig. 8 . On the other hand, the highest energy β-particles from neutron decay will not lose all their energy in the active region of only ∼ 450 µm (depending on their impact angle). Therefore and because of the logarithmic amplification, the β spectrum trails off at intermediate β energies. Table II) . The proton peak is well separated from the noise. A background measurement at UAP = 780 V is shown in blue. The small peak visible in the 780 V spectrum is caused by ionized rest gas and reduced in later configurations, see section IV D. The two vertical lines denote the chosen lower (ADC channel: 29) and upper (ADC channel: 120) integration limits for the proton region. Demonstration of the logarithmic amplification of the SDD electronic (black solid curve) using characteristic X-rays of energy E (black circles). The right axis indicates the X-ray energy.
To determine the exact position of the detector with respect to the DV electrode, a copper wire of length l ∼ 8 cm aligned along the z-axis was mounted on the manipulator and then inserted into the DV electrode from the side ports. This wire was first activated in the neutron beam and then moved perpendicularly to the beam direction (beam off). By detecting the emitted electrons from the activated copper with the SDD, the magnetic projection of the detector in y direction onto the DV electrode was determined. In order to measure the corresponding magnetic projection of the detector in x direction, i.e. along the beam direction, a second activated Cu wire (l ∼ 15 mm) placed parallel to the y-axis was scanned along the x-axis [36] . These measurements showed that the DC electrode was not fully centred in the cryostat (cf. Fig. 7) . As a consequence, the magnetic flux tube from one of the detector pads, pad 1, was partially crossing one of the electrodes (E12) of aSPECT. This was confirmed off-line by particle tracking simulations. On the Config 3 with E3=+4 V, E6=-4 V To prevent proton traps in the DV, section IV H one hand, this pad therefore experienced a significantly higher and also fluctuating background. On the other hand, some of the decay protons would scatter off this electrode, whereby they will lose an unspecified amount of energy. Therefore, the data from this detector pad could not be used for the analysis of a.
In a beam time in 2008 [48] saturation effects in the detector electronics caused by the high energetic β-particles from neutron decay were observed [31, 39] . This was solved by a reduction of the amplification of the preamplifier and a new spectroscopy amplifier with logarithmic amplification, see Fig. 8 . The logarithmic amplification was checked using a 133 Ba source and characteristic Xrays from Cu, Fe and Pb excited by the radiation from the 133 Ba source. This improvement also allowed to measure the energy spectrum of the β-particles during the beam time in 2013 (see Fig. 8 ), limited at higher energies only by the thickness of the sensitive area of the detector of 450 µm.
Two systematic effects are associated with the proton detection: first, even though the proton energy at the detector varies only from 15 keV to 15.75 keV, the energydependence of the backscattering of the protons at the SDD has to be taken into account at the precision needed for aSPECT (section IV F). Second, since the diaphragm E7 described in [1] has been omitted in the electrode system, the beam profile is much wider than the detector, see Fig. 6 . Since the profile is non-uniform and asymmetric over the projected area of the detector, protons close to the edges of the detector may be falsely detected or lost depending on their radius of gyration and azimuthal phase with which they arrive at the SDD. This energydependent so-called edge effect has to be taken into account in the analysis (section IV E).
III. MEASUREMENT WITH aSPECT
Several beam times were taken with aSPECT at the cold neutron beam line of PF1b [33] at ILL. The beam time in 2008 showed that the spectrometer was fully operational but the aforementioned saturation effect of the detector prevented a result on a. This saturation effect was solved for a beam time in 2011. However, strong discharges, mostly inside the AP trap (Fig. 4) , again foiled a successful beam time: Temporal fluctuations of the measured background count rate, as well as their strong dependence on the retardation voltage precluded a meaningful data analysis. At times, an exponential increase in the background events was seen. To prevent saturation of the detector and to empty the trap, the retardation voltage had to be prematurely zeroed. Such Penning discharges in systems with good vacuum and crossed magnetic and electric fields can be initiated by field emission and may be self-amplifiying due to a feedback from secondary ionization of the residual gas under a range of specific conditions (see e.g. [49] ). Such discharges of similar high-voltage induced background have been observed at other experiments in the past [50] [51] [52] . For aSPECT it was found that degradation of some electrode surfaces had caused increased field emission leading to these discharges. The above-mentioned improvements eliminated that problem. This was shown with measurements in 2012 in an offline zone in the ILL neutron hall, see [36] . The beam time of 100 days in 2013 then constituted the production measurement for a new determination of a.
A. The measurement procedure
The 2013 beam time consisted of measurement runs with a typical duration of half a day. Initially, the experimental settings were tuned and optimized. This included finding the settings for the E×B electrodes to minimize the background and to optimize the steering of the protons onto the detector 12 with respect to count rate, edge effect, etc.. After this optimization procedure the experimental settings were kept constant for several days in a row for measurements of a. Measurements runs with the same settings of electrodes and magnetic fields are grouped into a so-called configuration for the data analysis (see Table II ). In order to study the major systematic effects (section IV), dedicated measurements were taken at detuned settings of the electrodes and/or different beam profiles to study the enhanced effect.
Within a measurement run measurements were organized in sequences of applied voltages U AP that were repeated until a run was stopped. A typical measurement sequence used is shown in Fig. 9 . In order to eliminate first order temporal drifts (time scale > 30 min) during the measurements, e.g. due to a variation of the neutron flux, the measurement sequence was not in ascending or descending order of U AP but alternated the voltage as shown. Each measurement at a given voltage U AP in the measurement sequence consists of its own measurement cycle:
• Initially the neutron beam is blocked and UAP is set to UAP = 0 V. Data taking starts at t = 0. After tAP, on = 10 s, the AP electrode is ramped up to UAP (cf . Table II) 13 .
• Between 20 s ≤ t ≤ 40 s, instrumental-and environmetal-related background is measured.
• At tn,on ∼ 40 s , the neutron beam is switched on by means of a fast neutron shutter (B4C) placed in the neutron beam line about 5 m upstream of the DV electrode [36] .
• For pre-defined shutter opening times top of 50 s, 100 s, and 200 s, the decay protons are counted. After t n,off , background is measured again for about ∆tint ∼ 20 s in order to extract a possible retardation voltagedependent background (section IV D).
• Approximatively 30 s after closing the shutter, UAP is ramped down again to ensure that stored particles in Penning-like traps (cf. Fig. 4 ) are definitely gone.
• After another ∼ 50 s, data taking is completed for that particular measurement cycle. The individual sections of data acquisition add up to a total duration of about 5 min. The timing diagram of such a cycle is shown in Fig. 16 of section IV D in which background contributions are discussed in more detail.
Each measurement sequence contains an above-average number of 50 V and 780 V measurement cycles. The 50 V measurements with the highest proton count rate are needed with good statistics in order to normalize the integral proton spectrum and are also used to check the temporal stability of the incoming neutron flux. The 780 V measuring cycles (cf. Fig. 8 ) together with the recorded background measurements during shutter off serve for a complete background analysis (section IV D). 13 The time to ramp up (down) to ∼ 97% of the full potential difference is about 5 s. The measurement cycle was only continued after reaching sufficient stability of U AP (using the feedback from the precision voltmeter [39] . 
B. Data analysis
The measurements of Table II were used for the analysis of a. They include measurement configurations (c = 1, 2 (ON), 3, 7) with changes of the optimal parameter settings in order to investigate their influence on a. In configurations c = 4, 5, and 6, the neutron beam profile has been reduced to considerably enhance a major systematic effect, i.e., the edge effect. With c = 2 (OFF) -mirror off in config 2 -the 4π symmetry of proton detection was broken, increasing the sensitivity to trapped protons in the DV region as well as to non-isotropic emission of the protons with respect to the spin of the decaying neutron in case of a finite beam polarization.
The data analysis was performed for each detector pad (p) individually. For a given configuration (c), the pulseheight spectra of the individual measurement cycles with the same retardation voltage settings i (i = 1, · · · , 10 , in total) were added (counts) to a sum spectrum (cf. Fig. 8 ). From these sum spectra the integral count rates within the proton region can be calculated by dividing them by the measuring time accordingly. The proton region encloses the proton peak, which is located around pulse height channel 80. The lower integration limit was set at ADC channel 29 to exclude low energy electronic noise. The upper integration limit was set to safely include the high energy tail of the proton peak while minimizing the amount of β-electron events (background) in the proton region. Consequently, some fraction of the protons, tail events below the lower integration limit and backscattered protons, as well as some pile-up events above the upper integration limit are not counted but lost. How these loss effects have been taken care of is discussed in sections IV F and IV G, respectively. In the proton region, typical count rates for aSPECT are ∼ 450 cps at U AP = 50 V and ∼ 6 cps without protons (U AP = 780 V). Above the upper integration limit, the count rate of β-electron events is ∼ 70 cps independent of voltage settings.
C. Fit procedure
To simplify expressions, the indexing c and p for a given configuration and detector pad is omitted hereinafter. For the analysis of a from the integral proton recoil spectra, a fit is performed to the measured data, with a as one of the free fit parameters. In the ideal case without any systematic effect, this fit would be a χ 2 minimization of the fit function f fit (U AP , r B ; a, N 0 ) to the measured integral proton spectrum. f fit , i.e., the integral of the product of two functions, would only consist of the theoretical recoil energy spectrum ω p (T, a) (see Appendix B) and the transmission function F tr (T, U AP , r B ) (Eq. (4)) as well as an overall pre-factor N 0 in units of cps (the second fit parameter) which serves to match the measured count rate spectrum:
The χ 2 function is then given by
where U AP is the applied retardation voltage at measurement point i. The dead time-corrected count rates in the proton region are denoted by y exp,i (cf. section IV G) with ∆y exp,i as their statistical uncertainties. The theoretical proton recoil spectrum ω p (T, a) is given by Eq. (3.11) in [53] . This spectrum includes relativistic recoil and higher order Coulomb corrections, as well as order-α radiative corrections. These corrections are precise to a level of ∆a/a ∼ 0.1 %. In Appendix B is given the analytical expression of ω p (T, a) were recoil-order effects and radiative corrections are neglected. The χ 2 fit of Eq. (7), however, shows a strong correlation (> 0.9) among the fit parameters N 0 and a with a correspondingly large correlated error on the extracted value of the β-ν e angular correlation coefficient a. In order to reduce this correlation considerably, the proton integral count rate spectrum is fitted by a distinctly better fit function largely orthogonalized with respect to the fit parameters N 0 and a according to
Here, a normalized differential proton recoil spectrum is used with
The normalization factor norm(a, r B ) given by
provides an integral value of 751 V 0 y theo(n) dU AP of area N 0 which does no more depend on a in contrast to 751 V 0 y theo dU AP (cf. Eq. (6)). In the actual conduction of the experiment one has to deal with systematic effects, like shifts and inhomogeneities of the applied electric and magnetic fields or background and its possible dependency on the retardation voltage, etc., which alter the measured integral proton spectrum. This can be taken into account by additional functions f sys which modify the spectrum accordingly. For each systematic effect (j) the function depends on a set of fit parameters {f par j } representing the coefficients of a polynominal expansion up to order 4 of the quantities U AP 14 , T , or y theo . The polynomial approach with these variables (including the constant function as zero order polynomial function) is sufficient to describe all possible modifications on the spectrum's shape by the investigated systematic effects listed in section IV.
The corresponding fit function is then given by
with j , j ∈ {j}. The integral expression indexed by f j sys (U AP , r B ; {f par j }) means that for certain systematic errors (j ) the corresponding function is included as a modification of the integral expression: Concerning the transmission function F tr (T, U A , r B ), one has to describe the average retardation potential U A as a function of U AP , i.e., U A = f UA sys U AP ; {f par UA } (cf. section IV C) and to replace the magnetic field ratio r B → f rB sys {f par rB } , a zero order polynomial function (cf. section IV B).
The fit parameters we introduce in f j sys may have correlations with the value of a as a result of the χ 2 minimization. To get a statistically meaningful handle on these correlations, we combine the data acquired for the determination of a with supplementary measurements and simulations of the different systematic effects to an overall data set. From the now more comprehensive fit to this overall data set we can determine the value and uncertainty of a including correlations with the respective parameters used to correct for systematic effects. In general the additional measurements/simulations of systematic effects (j) are described by n j measured values y j sys,k 14 In the argument of f j sys we have set U A = U AP since corrections on the applied retardation voltage U AP are of 2 nd order here.
with k = 1, . . . , n j . Together with their functional descriptions g j sys U AP , T, r B , y exp , y theo(n) ; {gpar j } , they are implemented in the χ 2 -fit of the overall data set as
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (12) is the original χ 2 (cf. Eq. (11)) now including all systematic corrections in the fit function to describe the measured count rate spectrum at the measurement points i.
The second term -the double sum -describes the fit g and g j sys may or may not be the same function. This depends on how we get access to the relevant systematic effect through the supporting measurements/simulations and on how these results have to be transferred to f j sys in order to make the appropriate correction on the systematic effect (j) in the integral proton spectrum. That is why the parameter set {f par j } and {gpar j } which enter into the fit may be different for a given systematic effect. This, for example, is the case when describing the background with its retardation voltage-dependent part (cf. section IV D).
The 'comprehensive' fit has to be applied to each pad and measurement configuration individually, since the systematic effects may vary between pads and configurations. However, for the final result both detector pads and all selected configurations have to be included in the final global fit with a being the same fit parameter for all, but all other systematics individual for the respective pad (p) and configuration (c). Formally, the so-called global χ 2 fit can be expressed as
introducing here again the c and p dependency of the χ 2 function (expressions on the right-hand side of Eq. (12)) and adding them up accordingly. The routine we employed is based on Wolfram Mathematica and has been used for other experiments in the past [54] [55] [56] . In Appendix C, the treatment of statistical and systematic uncertainties using a Bayesian averaged (i.e., marginal) likelihood as well as a comparative approach using the profile likelihood is discussed.
D. Field and particle tracking simulations
In order to understand the behaviour of the experimental set-up and to determine several systematic uncertainties quantitatively, simulations of the electric and magnetic fields were performed, as well as particle tracking simulations. For this purpose, the open-source KASPER simulation framework is used, containing the KGeoBag, KEMField, and KASSIOPEIA packages [57] [58] [59] . The EM field and particle tracking simulation routines of KASPER were originally developed and used for aSPECT, then modified and hugely improved at KIT and MIT for the KATRIN experiment to determine the neutrino mass.
The aSPECT coils and electrodes geometry is implemented using the KGeoBag software package for designing generic 3-dimensional models for physics simulations. This geometry is forwarded to KEMField for electromagnetic potential and field calculations. At that point the applied currents, voltages (see Table I ) as well as the measured work functions of the particular electrode segments have to be set as input parameters. The different methods used for charge density and field calculation aredescribed in [60] [61] [62] . The calculated fields together with the geometrical arrangement are then used for the particle tracking, performed with the KASSIOPEIA package [57] . In KASSIOPEIA, the track contains the initial particle state (position, momentum vector, and energy) as well as the current state which is consecutively updated as the simulation progresses. The equation of motion is solved at each step using an 8 th order Runge-Kutta algorithm. KASSIOPEIA also stores parameters like path length, elapsed time, number of steps in the trajectory calculation and exit condition identification containing the reason why track calculation was stopped, i.e., particle hits the detector plane, an electrode surface or is trapped in Penning-like field configurations. In the particle tracking simulation the weighting with the measured beam profile is taken into account.
To achieve the required precision on the simulated systematic corrections, ∼ 10 10 protons had to be tracked with KASSIOPEIA resulting in a multi-core CPU com-puting time of ∼ 0.5 y 15 . In addition, 40 weeks of single GPU computation time with KEMField was necessary to solve the charge density distribution for the different electrostatic configurations. For details of this simulation see [34] .
IV. QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF THE SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS
The systematic uncertainties relevant in this analysis lie in the knowledge of the transmission function and any effect that shows a dependence on the recoil energy or the retardation voltage. The relevant experimental systematic effects in no order of strength are In the following we explain each effect, show with which method it was investigated and what its influence on the proton spectrum or on a is. Systematic effects are taken into account down to ∆a/a ≤ 0.1 %. In addition to these major systematics there are some minor systematics which have been shown to be small enough to not significantly influence the experimental result at the present level of precision. These are the adiabatic motion of the proton that has been taken care of in the design of the spectrometer, electron backscattering at the electrodes below the DV and higher order corrections in the fit function.
A. Temporal stability and normalization
The temporal stability of the measurement was checked via the measured count rates in the proton region at 50 V retardation voltage where we have the highest event rates. The resulting good statistics can be utilized to trace possible systematic drifts and nonstatistical fluctuations. Figure 10 shows the sequence of count rates (central pad) for the 50 V measurement runs 15 Mogon high performance cluster of Mainz university [63] . Table III shows the average count rates at 50 V for the seven measurement configurations and the results of the respective χ 2 fits (constant fit). The distribution of count rates in all measurement configurations clearly indicate the absence of drifts > 1 Hz/day (estimated conservatively). The influence of linear drifts on a exactly cancels as long as the drift period T D is an integer multiple (n) of t 0 ∼ 150 min as can be deduced from Fig. 9 with the worst case scenario when the drift kinks at a half-integer multiple of t 0 . For the latter case we estimated the influence on a to be less than 0.1% (relative) assuming a drift period of one day.
The average count rates for the other retardation voltage settings were extracted in a similar manner which then provide the remaining data points y c,p exp (U AP ) to determine the shape of the integral proton spectra differentiated according to configuration (c) and detector pad (p). In all cases the statistical error bars were scaled with χ 2 /ν if the constant χ 2 fit to the temporal sequence of the rates showed a reduced χ 2 of χ 2 /ν > 1 (ν: degrees of freedom). 
B. Magnetic field ratio r B
To precisely determine r B , a proton-based NMR system 16 has been developed [34, 37] . It consists of two z-shaped glass tubes of inner diameter 2.5 mm and outer diameter 4 mm. Each glass tube is filled with a 1:1 mixture of acetone and ethanol which stays liquid down to 150 K. The central part of the z-shape is surrounded by a solenoidal NMR coil of ∼ 1 cm length, which is oriented horizontally in the B-field of aSPECT (see inset of Fig. 11 (a) ).
The resonant circuits (Q ∼ 150) were tuned to the respective resonance frequencies of ∼ 92 MHz and ∼ 18 MHz of the local B-fields inside the DV and AP electrode and finally matched to the standard impedance of the connecting lines (50 Ω).
Shortly after the 2013 beam time, the aSPECT spectrometer was brought to room temperature, and the whole electrode system including the detector setup was removed. To provide both free access to the inner part of the spectrometer and the necessary temperature conditions for the NMR probe measurements, an inverted, non-magnetic Dewar was built and fitted inside the bore tube of the spectrometer. After cooling down and ramping the magnetic field up again with the same current settings as before, the field along the z-axis was measured. The two probes measured simultaneously at fixed distance, with the lower probe positioned around the center of the DV electrode and the upper probe at the place , the value in the last line ('offset') indicates c of the local field maximum at the height of the AP electrode. The measured fields are shown in Fig. 11 . They are used to confirm the quality of field simulations with KEMField for the given coil configuration of aSPECT and the respective current settings. Minor adaptations due to the influence of the return yoke on the internal magnetic field [41] as well as environmental fields were taken into account. The field simulations were used to determine the offaxis fields inside the DV and AP electrode. From the known field configuration and the beam profile measurements the magnetic field ratio r B as result of the particle tracking simulation was determined.
When electrode E15 was used as dipole electrode (con- fig 3, config 4, config 7) , the local magnetic field maximum in the AP region had to be slightly shifted (∼ -3 cm) by means of the external anti-Helmholtz coils (AHC). The resulting field changes in the DV and AP region were considered with their impact on r B . Table IV shows the r B values from particle-tracking simulations differentiated by detector pad and configuration.
This simulation-based error analysis must be extended by an offset error common to all r B values. The main contribution comes from the uncertainty of the exact position (± 1 mm) of the two NMR samples in axial direction (cf. Fig. 11 ) with (∆ r B / r B ) pos. = 1.7 · 10 −5 . Although the field ratio is quite robust to repeated ramping, the superconducting magnets down and up 17 , moving the detector mechanics, changing the status of nearby valves, etc., the influences of which were estimated and included in the error budget (cf . Table IV) The uncertainties in the field measurement correspond to the symbol size and mainly reflect the measurement reproducibility. The positioning error of the NMR probe was estimated to be ± 1 mm. The solid lines are the results from KEMField field simulations based on the known aSPECT coil configuration as well as the current settings used in the 2013 beam time. a) The B-field inside the DV exhibits a small axial gradient of ∼ 2 · 10 −4 T/cm to ensure that no decay protons get trapped by the magnetic mirror effect between the DV and EM. Inset: Sketch of NMR probe used to measure the fields. b) In the AP region the B-field has a tiny, local maximum for optimal transmission condition [2, 32] .
(cf . Table IV) . This way the offset error on r B is taken into account. In Table IV the corresponding fit results for r B including error bars are listed. The retardation voltage U AP was measured continuously at the readback connections of the AP and the DV electrode using the Agilent 3458A multimeter. Each voltage reading was integrated for 4 s to achieve the required precision. The multimeter was calibrated at least annually and was working within specification during the beam time 2013, i.e., the corresponding precision of each measurement of the retardation voltage was ∆U AP, Agilent < 13 mV for all voltages. The short-time voltage stability was found to be better than 1.5 mV on the 1000V scale.
Impact of spatial and temporal variations of the work function
aSPECT utilizes gold-coated electrodes to obtain inert electrode surfaces, to achieve a high temporal stability of the surface properties, and to avoid any potential surface charges on an electrically insulating oxide layer [65] . The work function of these electrodes modifies the actual retardation voltage measured between the DV and AP electrode. The work function (WF) of gold varies by up to ∆WF Au /e ∼ 500 mV depending on its crystalline structure and orientation [66] . Besides, a WF decrease of as much as one volt may occur on exposure of gold electrodes to water vapor (humidity) [67] . All in all, this is significantly larger than the desired uncertainty of ∆ U A < 30 mV needed to keep retardation voltage related uncertainties of a below 0.3 %. Since only WF differences are relevant, the problem is largely relaxed if only common drift modes are present. Furthermore, WF differences may be greatly compensated if the electrodes have passed the same manufacturing process. This particularly applies for the DV and AP electrodes where we used the measures as described in section IV B for the production process, cleaning procedures and depositary. Nonetheless, great efforts were made to measure precisely the WF of the individual electrode segments by means of a scanning Kelvin Probe. The WF investigations were conducted after the 2013 beam time in extensive measuring campaigns in the years 2014 and 2015. The time span of almost two years was also important to trace possible drifts and fluctuations of the WF. The safe knowledge about the actual WF during the 2013 run under the given measuring conditions in aSPECT was a cornerstone to meet the required accuracies in the specification of the potential distribution inside the DV and AP electrodes. (details are presented in Appendix A).
Field leakage
Both the DV electrode and its surroundings are on ground potential to prevent possible field leakage into the DV. However, the WF of the DV electrode and those of the materials in immediate vicinity, i.e., bore tube (stainless steel), BN (TiB 2 enriched) collimation guide, and Ti-coated LiF frames are different, leading to field leakage into the DV through the large openings of the DV electrode (cf. Fig. 5 ). The WF of these materials were measured and are shown in Table V . The maximal WF difference between materials is ∆WF/e ∼ 500 mV, with the bore tube and collimation materials more negative than the DV electrode, leading to a small potential bump for the protons inside the DV electrode. The potential distributions in the DV and AP region were finally simulated using re-scaled WF, i.e., from the measured relative WF the WF average of all DV and AP electrode segments was subtracted. Since only potential differences are relevant this measure is of no relevance. Figure 12 shows the potential distribution along the zaxis inside the DV electrode and the adjacent electrodes which like the DV electrode are kept at ground potential. The distribution simulated by KEMField is essentially a superimposition of the potential drop between top and bottom plate of the DV electrode (cf. Fig. 5 ) caused by the measured WF differences of ∼ 100 meV and the potential bump due to field leakage. For config 7, the red curve is the relevant one, since the adjacent electrodes were put at ± 4 V to prevent protons from being trapped in the DV region.
The AP electrode with an aspect ratio of 3.6 : 1 is long compared to its diameter and shielded at both ends by overlapping electrodes with only slightly lower potential (cf. Table I ). Field simulations show that the residual field leakage results in a homogeneity of the potential in the AP region of better than 2 mV. This can be deduced from Fig. 13 where the shallow potential maximum is plotted for an applied retardation voltage of 400 V. It peaks at z ∼ 131 cm, i.e., it ideally overlaps with the position of the local B-field maximum (see Fig. 11 ). However, the inclusion of the electrodes WF which were only accessible to measurement after the 2013 beam time somewhat lowers the actual potential values inside the AP electrode and makes the distribution slightly asymmetric. Still, sufficient overlap with the local B-field maximum is given. Similar results were obtained for config 3 The individual measurements have a measurement uncertainty of ± 30 meV, whereas the average WF differences of the DV and AP electrode segments could be determined more precisely on a statistical basis (see Appendix A). The fact that the titanium-containing materials for the collimation show a higher WF than the gold-coated electrodes can be attributed to titanium oxide layers which lead to a significant increase of the WF of the substrate [68] .
Location
Surface and config 4 (E15 dipole electrode used in E×B mode), where both the E-and B-field maxima were shifted by ∼ 3 cm towards the DV region.
The effective retardation voltage U A
The inhomogeneities of the potential in the DV and AP region lead to a slight shift of the effective retardation voltage U A from the applied voltage U AP . Figure 14 shows the corresponding deviations ∆U AP = U A − U AP determined from particle tracking simulation for a total of four selected voltages. The error bars give the statistics of the MC simulation and include the uncertainties from a ± 1 mm variation of the true beam position as well as changes of the beam profile (standard/reduced). The functional dependence can be described by a straight line; however, a distinction must be made between the individual detector pads and configuration runs with symmetrical or asymmetrical setting of the E15 electrode.
The corresponding assignment in the fit procedure according to section III C is then: As in case of r B (cf. section IV B) the simulationbased errors must be extended by an offset error c common to all U A values. In the fit procedure, c
is again a restricted fit parameter which is Gaussian distributed around zero mean with standard deviation σ AP, offset := ∆U AP, offset = 30 mV. In Table VI , the different contributions to σ AP, offset are listed. Details are discussed in Appendix A).
D. Background
The measured background in the proton region for the most part stems from electrons from neutron β-decay. Further contributions to the detected background are instrumental/environmental background, i.e., background measured with beam off 18 , and other beam induced background, like γ-rays from neutron capture reactions and positive rest gas ions from secondary ionization processes in Penning-like traps of the aSPECT spectrometer.
Independent of its origin, the background can be categorized into a component that depends on the retardation voltage and one that does not. The latter can be readily tolerated since it simply represents a count rate offset in the integral proton spectrum which can be considered as free fit parameter in the fit function of the χ 2 minimization. Thus, this background (if small) may only slightly worsen the purely statistical sensitivity in the determination of a.
On the contrary, an U AP -dependent background changes the shape of the spectrum and therefore the value of a extracted from the fit, if no quantitative description of its functional dependence is given and taken into account accordingly. In previous beam times, the origin of the U AP -dependent background was investigated and measures to reduce or even to get rid of it were implemented.
The main source of the retardation voltage-dependent background is residual gas ionization due to electrons from neutron decay and field electron emission in combination with Penning-like traps inside aSPECT which amplify this kind of background. Field emission often originates from microprotrusions and particulate contamination on the surface of the electrode, which enhances the local electric field. With the consequent and sustainable measures to improve the electrode surface quality (cf. section III), this particular source of ionization could be largely eliminated. Beam off measurements during the 2013 run have shown that the field emission induced ion count rate in the proton region is ∼ 5 · 10 −3 cps and its impact on a is negligibly small ( 0.1 %) [36] .
Looking at the composition of the rest gas inside aSPECT at low pressure and low temperature, hydrogen (H 2 ) accounts for the largest fraction 19 . The small bump in the proton region of the pulse height spectrum at 780 V (cf. Fig. 8 ) stems from collisions of trapped low-energy electrons in the AP region with hydrogen molecules. These secondary electrons are mainly produced by the β-electrons from neutron decay whose trajectories along the magnetic flux tube hit the AP electrode [69, 70] . The ionization cross section for electron impact on H 2 is highest for energies around 50 eV [71, 72] , the energy range of secondary electrons which can be easily stored in the Penning-like trap around the AP electrode (cf. Fig. 4 ). H + 2 and H + ions that are produced above the AP (or have sufficient energy to pass the AP) are accelerated towards the detector electrode (ions produced below the AP are stored and removed by the E×B electrode E8). If they hit the detector, they are a potential cause of background events. Depending on the applied AP voltage the trap depth for those low energy electrons changes and with it the yield of hydrogen ions, leading to the retardation voltage dependent background. This background component cannot be measured directly during normal data taking due to the presence of protons from neutron decay, which result in a signal much larger than the background. Only for the 780 V measurement the background is directly accessible. Figure 15 shows the evolution of the background count rate in the proton integration window after opening the fast neutron shutter (cf. section III A for the measuring sequence). The retardation voltage-dependent background represents the non-constant part, the lapse of which reflects the filling 19 Measurements were performed with a mass spectrometer Pfeiffer Vacuum QMG-220 mounted at one of the aSPECT side ports. We identified the ratios H 2 : H 2 0 : N 2 as 1 : 0.16 : 0.17 [36] .
FIG . 15 . Evolution of the background count rate in the proton region as a function of the time after opening the fast neutron shutter for UAP = 780 V. The red solid curve is a fit to the data: y = p0 + p1 · (1 − exp (−t/τs)). The constant part of the background, p0, is calculated to be (4.67 ± 0.06) cps, the non-constant part shows an exponential saturation behaviour with τs = (51 ± 10) s being the characteristic time constant and p1 = (0.66 ± 0.06) cps the resulting count rate after saturation is reached. These background investigations were carried out in the commissioning phase before the runs config 1-config 7 used in the analysis. During commissioning, the somewhat higher residual gas pressure produced a higher nonconstant background (∼ factor of 2) as compared to config 1 (cf. Fig. 17 ).
of the trap, where saturation is reached after a characteristic time constant of about 50 s. Note that the data in Fig. 15 were taken during commissioning at a higher pressure than during data taking. For all other voltage settings, this background component must be extracted from the measured count rates in two distinguished time windows of the measurement cycle, the temporal sequence of which is depicted in Fig. 16 .
As consistency check, the 780 V measurement cycle apart from a known conversion factor should give the same values for the retardation voltage dependent background rate, once directly extracted from the integral value of the proton-like peak in the pulse height spectrum of Fig. 8 (I) and then from the measurement procedure depicted in Fig. 16 (II) . A simple background model to describe the build up of (bg UAP ) and its relaxation after shutter closed predicts for the ratio R of the timeaveraged background rates with shutter open and after closing the shutter:
Eq. The UAP-dependent background (bgU AP ) can be extracted from the counting rate difference of two measurement intervals (∆tint) displaced in time, one before shutter opening (t beam, on ), the other immediately after closing the shutter (t beam, off ), i.e., the regions enclosed by vertical dashed lines. For t ≥ t beam, off , the trap empties again with the time constant τs allowing to monitor the yield of the rest gas ions (bgU AP ). Since the vacuum conditions inside aSPECT continuously improved during the 2013 measurement run, the background from ionized rest gas atoms was steadily decreasing. In addition, the electrode E15 was used as a dipole electrode (E×B drift electrode) which considerably reduced the number density of secondary electrons trapped in the AP region. Therefore, from con- The first term on the RHS has been multiplied by the conversion factor R to adapt it to the real voltage dependent background during 'beam on'. The second term represented by the free fit parameter c bg includes all constant background components, so also c 
E. Edge effect
The so-called edge effect originates from the gyration of the protons in the magnetic field. The radius of gyration, r g , is the radius of the circular motion of a charged particle (q) of mass m in the presence of a uniform magnetic field given by
where v ⊥ is the component of the velocity perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field B. Hence transmitted protons which arrive close to the edges of the detector 21 have a certain probability to be either detected or not, due to their gyration 22 . The probability to be detected depends on the initial transverse energy T ⊥ = T sin 2 θ of the proton and thus via the transmission function on the retardation voltage. Given a homogeneous spatial distribution of the incident neutron beam 20 The function g bg sys was orthogonalized in a way to reduce correlations between other fit parameters below 0.1. Similarly, it was done for g U A sys (cf. Eq. (14)) and g ee sys (cf. Eq. (24)). 21 The detector reaches its full response at a distance < 0.1 mm from its edges [39] . This was measured at PAFF at Technische Universität München [73] . 22 The gyration radius of the protons at the height of the detector (B DV = 4.4 T) is rg < 1.3 mm. Shown is the count rate in the measurement interval immediately after t beam, off (cf. Fig. 16 ) in dependence of the applied retardation voltage UAP for config 1 (a) and config 3 (b). A clear increase of the count-rate is the finding for config 1, whereas a voltage dependency is no longer observed (dashed horizontal line to guide the eyes) for config 3 (as well as for the subsequent configuration runs). The constant instrumental /environmental background contributes with bgenv ∼ 0.14 cps. Further drawn is the fit result of g bg sys for the global fit to the config 1 dataset.
in the DV, the gain and loss of protons at the edges of the detector cancel. Fig. 6 shows our measured neutron beam capture flux profiles along the y-axis. We find an almost linear drop of intensity −|dI/dy| at the site of the detector edges.
The density of monoenergetic particles per unit area, dP/dA, which are isotropically emitted from a point source in a magnetic field is given by [74] dP dA = 1 4π · r · r max g (19) with P = . From that the fraction of particles, P (α), can be derived which hit the detector at distance ∆y ≤ 2 · r max g left (P (α)) and right (1 − P (α)) from the detector edge as illustrated in Fig. 19 (a) : )).
For the average relative loss across the width L of the detector pad, one finally obtains:
Here we assumed |dI/dy| L = |dI/dy| R = |dI/dy| and I beam being the average beam intensity across the detector acceptance (shaded area in Fig. 6 ). The factor BDC B0 ≈ √ 2 compensates for the reduced slope (cf. Eq. (5)) of |dI/dy| if this quantity is extracted from Fig. 6 . From that it results:
For a given retardation voltage U AP one can formally introduce an effective gyration radius (squared), r eff g (U AP ) 2 , which comprises the spectrum of gyration radii for transmitted protons which hit the detector. The latter number must be determined by particle tracking simulations to give precise numbers for the average relative loss rates, in particular their dependence on U AP . However, for the standard (st) and reduced (re) beam profile the ratio of the relative count rate losses results in a simple expression
which directly can be calculated from Fig. 6 (or Table III) giving: ε re / ε st = (6.9 ± 1.4). The error bar mainly results from the uncertainties in determining the actual slopes |dI/dy| at the detector edges. More precise numbers for the edge effect, particularly its dependence on the retardation voltage, are obtained from particle tracking simulations. In these simulations, a homogeneous profile in the DV has been simulated. The actual profiles were then implemented by weighing the simulated homogeneous start distribution with the measured profile distributions. The relative loss rate y ee sys = 1− then results from the ratio of the simulated hits at the detector with the actual beam profile and the homogeneous one. This procedure easily allows to vary the position of the beam in the DV region relative to the detector to determine the uncertainty due to an overall position uncertainty of ± 1 mm. The simulations have been performed for each detector pad and measurement configuration separately. It turned out that the differences in the edge effect for pad 2 and 3 are marginal. of decay protons at the height of the detector plane emitted from a point source in the DV. The relative count rate losses due to the edge effect are illustrated for two radial probability distributions of gyrating protons at mean distance ∆y < 2 · r 
23 This comparison serves as a consistency test between a simple estimation and a complex simulation of the edge effect, which of course increases the confidence in the results. (25) with y theo(n) from Eq. (8).
F. Backscattering and below-threshold losses
Protons reaching the detector can get backscattered due to scattering off the nuclei of the detector material (silicon). Consequently, these protons deposit only a fraction of their kinetic energy inside the active detector volume and the resulting pulse height may fall below the threshold of the DAQ system. Backscattering depends on the energy of the proton, 15 keV < (15 keV + T ) < 15.75 keV, and its impact angle. The distribution of both quantities is affected by the applied retardation voltage, U AP . The U AP -dependence of the detection efficiency may change the value a extracted from the integral proton spectrum.
The protons relevant for aSPECT have a very short range in the detector (about 200 nm), thus the efficiency for proton detection is extremely sensitive to the detector properties near the surface. A proton penetrating the detector first needs to penetrate the entrance window, which is comprised of 30 nm of aluminium. Free charge carriers produced by the proton in this region will not be detected. Even after the entrance window, not all charge carriers will be collected in the central anode of the SDD. Close to the surface, a large fraction of the created electron-hole pairs will recombine. The chargecollection efficiency at the border (z = 0) between the entrance window and active silicon bulk is approximately 50 % and rises with increasing depth (z > 0) according to the following equation [75] :
With ∆z we introduced an additional parameter which characterizes the effective thickness, d eff , of the SDD deadlayer with d eff = 30 nm + ∆z. The total thickness D of the detector is about 450 µm. As this is much thicker than the maximum penetration depth of low energy protons, the exact thickness of the detector is of minor importance. In order to determine the four remaining parameters, S, c, τ, and L of the charge-collection efficiency function (including ∆z), one has to calculate the effective deposited ionization energy of each proton
a quantity which is proportional to the measured pulse height. Hence, the histogram of E eff ion. from many simulated proton events reproduces our pulse height spectra, if the parameters of f CCE are correct. The ionization depth profile E ion. (z i ) is determined by the SRIM code [76] (version 2012.3). SRIM is a collection of software packages which calculate many features of the transport of ions in matter, here in particular the amount of ionization, i.e., the amount of electron-hole pair production in silicon caused by a penetrating proton. For this purpose, the depth of 300 nm was partitioned into 100 bins (z i ) of 3 nm depth. The first 10 bins account for the aluminium cover layer, the following 90 for the active silicon bulk of the detector. Figure 21 shows a combined fit to different pulse height spectra (measured with the linear shaper) with one common parameter set of f CCE together with the result. From the fits, the calibration constant to convert ADC channel to ionization energy was also extracted. Because the two detector pads (2, 3) have different gains and differences also in their charge-collection efficiency, each pad has to be treated separately.
For the SRIM simulation, the physical (E, α) distributions of protons impinging on the detector (U acc = 15 kV and U AP = 0 V) were extracted from the particle tracking simulations, i.e., a data set of ∼ 3×10 6 protons which hit pad 2 and about the same amount which hit pad 3. The corresponding distributions of energy E and the impinging angle α for acceleration voltages U acc less than 15 keV could be deduced from those by using:
For retardation voltages U AP > 0 V, protons for which the following inequality holds were filtered out from the data set
(truncation of the simulated parameter space (T, θ) at the decay point in the DV). Backscattered protons may return to the detector after motion reversal due to the electrostatic potential of the AP electrode. Those protons hit the detector again with the energy and angle to the normal they had when leaving the dead layer. In the simulation, all possible hits of a proton due to backscattering were taken into account by adding the collected charge from all hits in the active region of the detector.
In order to extract the detection efficiency from the simulated pulse height spectra, we analyzed the pulse height spectra at different acceleration voltages measured with the logarithmic shaper. The empirically-found functional relationship between peak position (ADC channel) and U acc gives us the respective acceleration voltages at the experimentally-set lower integration limits, i.e., U acc = 5.75 kV @ ADC channel 29 (pad 2) and 4.97 kV @ ADC channel 28 (pad 3). Transferred to the U acc -dependent course of the peak position in case of the linear shaper, this method determines the relevant lower threshold in the respective region, i.e., pad 2: 37.6 and pad 3: 34.5.
Finally, the number of simulated events below these thresholds includes the events with no energy deposition inside the detector. Figure 22 shows the fractional loss obtained in those calculations.
Equation (30) The factor, which has to be included in the fit function of Eq. (11) to account for these losses with y theo(n) from Eq. (8) 
In this context, we also investigated how a change of the threshold of the DAQ system affects the integral proton spectra. A change of the threshold of ± 5 % changes the c blt 4
coefficient also by 5 % which corresponds to a fraction of 0.3 of its standard error, a small effect we could include in the error bars of the simulation results shown in Fig. 22 . The change of the c blt 0 coefficient is 5 % of its value and much bigger than its standard error. But because the c blt 0 coefficient is just a constant completely independent of the spectral shape of the integral proton spectra, it does not contribute to our error budget.
G. Dead time and pile-up
The dead time of the DAQ as well as the pile up both depend on the total count rate. This rate in turn depends, a.o., on the retardation voltage. Hence, both effects introduce a retardation voltage-dependent effect. As described in [39] , aSPECT uses a sampling ADC 24 . If a trigger has occured, the ADC values for a time window of 4 µs (event window) are stored in a memory buffer (cf. Fig. 23) . A second event arriving within this time will be recorded in the same event window. Due to the nature of the trigger (the DAQ system processes an event in 0.2 µs) the next event window has a minimum time difference of T dead = 4.2 µs. As per event window only one event, namely the first one, is counted in the analysis, a non-extendable dead time correction [77] has been performed in the following way
y meas tot is the total count rate detected 25 , whereas y meas exp is the measured integral count rate in the proton region. This correction for the dead time has been applied to the pulse height spectra of each pad, retardation voltage and configuration separately, resulting in y c,p exp,i used for the analysis (cf. section III C). It is important to know T dead precisely in order to apply a good correction. With ∆T dead unknown by ± 50 ns, the uncertainty results in a negligible systematic error of ∆a/a ≈ ± 0.04 %. This has been extracted from Eq. (6) using the reference value a ref [31] . In the dead time correction of Eq. (32) it is assumed that the events are occurring randomly, i.e., obey Poisson statistics. This, however, is not fulfilled since in aSPECT a maximum of 13.1 % of the decay electrons (electron count rate: N el ) can be detected in coincidence with their correlated proton (proton count rate: N p ) [31] . In the experiment in the limit U AP → 0 V (Fig. 1 (b) ) we observe a slightly larger number of N el /N p (0V ) ≈ 16 %, due to electron backscattering [31] . The influence of these correlated events on the deadtime correction (Eq. (32)) has been investigated by MC simulations. The total count rate can be decomposed according to
where N noise denotes the rate of the electronic noise. The first term on the RHS represents the uncorrelated countrate events, which are randomly distributed. The second 24 Sampling frequency is 20 MHz, resulting in time bins with a width of 50 ns. 25 In config 1 (pad 2), the total count rate at 50 V was y meas term gives the rate of correlated electron/proton pairs. The time difference between correlated pairs (TOF spectrum) can be parametrized by a log-normal distribution
where the minimum TOF of decay protons detected with their correlated electrons is t 0 = 7.2 µs for U AP = 50 V up to t 0 = 10.0 µs for U AP = 600 V with τ ≈ 2.8 µs and σ ≈ 0.7, typically [31] . In the MC simulation, the count rate events from 0.16·N p (U AP ) are again randomly distributed over the unit time interval of 1 s and the associated proton events are added with a time offset that reflects the TOF spectrum. Finally, dead time losses are determined by the query: t i+1 −t i ≤ 4.2 µs; in chronological order of the simulated events which differ due to the retardation voltage dependence of the total count rate (cf. Eq. (33)). The simulation showed that the inclusion of correlated events in the dead time correction shifts the a coefficient by |(a corr − a uncorr )/a uncorr | = 0.1% compared to Eq. (32) which assumes a purely statistically distributed event rate. Therefore, in our dead time correction this effect was taken into account.
FIG. 23.
Example of two individual proton events within one event window. The signal as recorded by the ADC is shown in blue, the spline interpolation in red. The position of the two events is indicated by the vertical green lines. The trigger algorithm is based on the comparison of two windows (w1, w2) within the shift register the data from the ADC is continuously shifted through. If the mean values of those two windows differ by more than an externally set threshold, the trigger condition is fulfilled. Window w1 is used to determine the baseline (first 15 time bins of 0.75 µs), whereas w2 is separated from w2 by 0.8 µs. For the subsequent signal analysis, the baseline is subtracted in each case (cf. Fig. 8 ).
For a proper pulse height determination, possible multiple pulses within the same event window have to be separable. In Fig. 23 , two pulses are shown occurring within one event window. To determine the correct pulse height of the first pulse, a spline interpolation f spline (t) has been performed. Using a simple curve sketching, pulse maxima, inflection points, etc. can be identified which allows to reconstruct the true pulse height (i.e., that of the first, triggering event) even in case of overlapping pulses. This method works down to a separation time between the two pulses of ∆t s ∼ 0.5 µs (cf. Fig. 24 ). Two pulses with closer separation can only be partially differentiated or not at all which will lead to pile-up events. This effect is rate-and thus U AP -dependent and has to be accounted for. In a first step, all events with two clearly separated peaks and the first peak having a pulse height in the proton region are identified. To this pulse height of the first peak, the pulse height of the second is added. If the sum of both pulse heights is higher than the upper integration limit, the event is selected. This selection ensures that only events from the proton region are taken, in which a pile up would push the first peak out of the proton region 26 .
FIG. 24.
Quantitative determination of pile up events (blue area) within the event window. The counts per time bin (50 ns) of the separated events (crosses) which reach a plateau at 1 µs ≤ ∆ts ≤ 2 µs are extrapolated to ∆ts → 0. The integral number of pile up events divided by the measurement time is then the rate of pile up events. The data shown are from config 1 (pad 2) at UAP = 50 V with the total measuring time of 38600 s. The reduction of the distribution above 2 µs is caused by the finite length of the event window in which the maximum of the 2 nd pulse no longer falls.
By counting all separable double pulses in the event window and creating their distribution as a function of their respective separation times ∆t s , the fraction of pile up events can be determined (cf. Fig. 24 ). An almost constant number C 0 of counts per time bin is observed in the range 1 µs < ∆t s < 2µs. For ∆t s ≤ 1 µs the number of separable pulses starts to decrease due to pile up, for ∆t s > 2 µs the second pulse maximum starts to move out of the event window. The number of pile up events is then extracted by extrapolating the constant C 0 to ∆t s = 0 and integrating the missing counts represented by the 26 Pile up events which would still be within the proton region are not considered, as they are counted anyway. to the overall data set.
grey shaded area in Fig. 24 . The integral number of missing events divided by the measurement time is then the rate of pile up events used as correction. This procedure was performed for the high statistics runs config 1, 3, 7, for each pad and retardation voltage separately. The resulting count rate loss y pile up sys as a function of the actual count rate in the proton region, y exp , is shown in Fig. 25 with the statistical uncertainties ∆y 
As the pile up is a loss of count rate, it has to enter with a negative sign in the fit function of Eq. (11).
H. Proton traps in the DV region
Protons with low kinetic energy T and emission angle close to 90
• with respect to the magnetic field can be trapped in the DV region. For example, the applied axial magnetic field gradient (dB/dz < 0) across the DV (cf. Fig. 11 (a) ) was a targeted measure to prevent such protons to be trapped between the DV and EM by the magnetic mirror effect, if they have been emitted into the rear hemisphere. In combination with an inhomogeneous electric potential φ 0 , Penning-like traps can easily be created inside the DV region. Therefore, great care has been taken in the design of the electrode system of the aSPECT spectrometer to avoid these traps. In axial direction, the beneficial effect of field leakages from the positively-charged EM electrode (+ 860 V) and the negatively charged (E×B) electrode E8 (-200 V) to some extent prevents protons from being stored in the DV region. WF inhomogeneities of the various electrode segments, however, lead to the actual potential inside the DV region as shown in Fig. 12 .
Protons with low longitudinal energy can be trapped by this potential and thus are lost for the measurement. Such a loss would bias the measured a value. To investigate traps inside the DV and their effect on a we performed 1. particle tracking simulations including the measured work function distributions in the DV along with an analytical approach to quantify the retardation voltage-dependent losses due to stored protons in the DV region, 2. measurements of a with an additional extraction field in the DV.
Particle tracking simulations
In the simulation, protons are generated throughout the DV weighted with the measured neutron beam profile. Here, we only consider protons from the fiducial decay volume, which under optimal conditions would be losslessly guided along the magnetic flux tube onto the two detector pads (2, 3). In the actual B-and E-field configuration, their motion is tracked and if a proton is trapped or can leave the flux tube in radial direction by E×B drift, this proton is counted as lost. We note that the E×B drift is fast enough so that scattering on residual gas can be neglected. Figure 26 
For an analytical calculation of the expected relative proton losses in the DV region, one can use Eq. (3) from [2] , which describes the longitudinal energy T (P ) of the proton at any trajectory point P and which after some manipulation using T (z) = 0 (on-axis trajectories are only considered) can be written as: Inset: Conditions for protons to be stored in the DV region. Shown is the colorcoded yield (a.u.) for the parameter space θ0 and T0, the proton emission angle θ0 = θem − 90
• and its kinetic energy T0 at the decay point.
T 0 is the proton kinetic energy at decay point z 0 with φ 0 , B z0 the respective local electric potential and magnetic field. Correspondingly we have φ z , B z along the z-axis. θ 0 is the proton emission angle at z 0 related to the direction perpendicular to B z0 which causes proton reflection at position z. Using the distribution of the electric potential and the magnetic field along the z-axis in the DV region (Fig. 12) , the maximum emission angle θ max 0 referred to 90
• can be determined: θ The weighting with the normalized beam profile I(z 0 ) (cf. Fig. 12 ) along the z-axis gives θ max 0
(T 0 , z 0 )dz 0 which to a good approximation can be parametrized by θ max 0 (T 0 ) = 0.00485 · exp (−(T 0 − 50 eV)/39 eV) rad. Finally, the relative count rate loss due to trapped protons can be determined by including the differential proton spectrum and the transmission function:
The result is shown in Fig. 26 where y tr, cal sys is plotted versus U AP for a ref = -0.103. The relative loss rate is about 30 % higher than the one derived from particle tracking simulations. This is reasonable since the simplifications made, i.e., x, y-dependence of the electric potential (offaxis) were not taken into account, slightly overestimate the actual losses.
Measurement with additional extraction field
In order to quantify the effect of trapped protons on a, an E-field was applied along the z-axis of the DV electrode, strong enough to extract any trapped proton. To generate such a field, the connecting electrodes below and above the DV electrode have been set to +4 V and -4 V, respectively. This does not change the mean potential in the DV, but generates an electric field of the order of O(6 V/m) along the z-axis, see Fig. 12 . This field prevents protons from being stored in the DV region. A measurement of a with this field (config 7) coincides with a derived from config 1 27 within their respective uncertainties (cf. section V). In the fit routine of Eq. (11), f tr sys was not used for config 7.
I. Miscellaneous effects
Proton scattering off residual gas
The transmission of protons through aSPECT may be modified by scattering of the protons off residual gas atoms. Three different kinds of collision can be distinguished: The protons may be neutralized by charge exchange processes, or change their energy and direction due to elastic or inelastic scattering. This problem has already been taken into account in the design phase of aSPECT: In order to be negligible for an experiment at the 0.3 % level, the residual gas pressure between the DV and the AP has to be below 10 −8 mbar [2] . With all the vacuum improvements in place since the offline beam time in 2012, we measured a pressure of ∼ 5 · 10 −10 mbar with a pressure sensor outside the magnet at a port that reaches directly into the decay volume. This indicates that the pressure in the spectrometer bore tube is well below the critical pressures given in [2] .
Adiabaticity
The calculation of the integral proton spectrum in Fig.  1 (b) is based on exact adiabatic proton motion from DV to AP. The adiabaticity of the protons in the aSPECT spectrometer was tested in [2] by high-precision tracking simulations for various magnetic fields and for U E8 = −3 kV dipole potential of the lower E×B electrode E8. According to Table I of [2] , the relative change of a due to non-adiabaticity at B 0 2.2 T is smaller than 4 · 10 −4 . The proton motion adiabaticity improves with smaller absolute values of U E8 (due to the smaller kinetic energy of the protons in the E8 region), and we used U E8 = −200 V in our measurements (cf . Table I ). Therefore, the systematic relative change of the a value due to nonadiabaticity is far below 4 · 10 −4 in our measurements.
Doppler effect due to neutron motion
The motion of the decaying particle also changes the observed energies of the outgoing particles relative to the energies in the center-of-mass system (CMS) of the decaying particle according to:
where θ CMS is the polar angle in the CMS and T n ≈ 4 meV is the average energy of the cold neutron beam at PF1B. In aSPECT, the magnetic field is transverse to the neutron beam and protons are detected with 4π acceptance. We find therefore a large cancellation of Doppler effects. After averaging over all θ CMS angles (cf. Eq. (39)), the lab energies of the protons are systematically higher by ∆T ∼ 4 meV than their corresponding CMS energies. From section II A one can estimate this effect on a by ∆a/a ≈ 0.05 % if ∆T is attributed to a corresponding uncertainty in the retardation voltage of ∆U AP = ∆T /e. A more refined analysis done by [2] predicts even smaller relative changes. Hence, we do not expect any essential systematic uncertainty from the Doppler effect at our current level of accuracy.
V. FIT RESULTS AND EXTRACTION OF a
In order to get a first impression of the quality of the raw data, the individual configurations are fitted separately without any systematic correction. For that we use the (normalized) theoretical integral proton spectrum (cf. Eq. (8)) and consider the background signal by a constant term, c bg , which besides N 0 and a is another free fit parameter of the fit function given by: Figure 27 shows the ideogram of a values for each configuration (j). The ideogram was built in the same manner of the PDG review [78] to convey information about possibly inconsistent measurements. Each data point is represented by a Gaussian with a central value a j , error σ aj , and area proportional to 1/σ aj . The error bars shown in Fig. 27 include correlations between fit parameters. The inner tick marks at the error bars denote what the statistical uncertainties would be if these correlations were not present. The uncorrelated error from the fit can be deduced from σ at the respective retardation voltage settings 28 (i). The derivative (dy/da) i expresses the sensitivity of y exp,i to changes in a at measurement point (i) of the integral proton spectrum (cf. Fig. 1 (b) ).
The central peak of the ideogram which culminates at a -0.106 comprises the configuration runs (blue) with the standard parameter settings. At its wings a shoulder towards positive a values and a bump structure on the opposite side can be identified. For configuration runs 4, 5, 6a, and 6b (green data points) with the reduced beam profile, the enhanced edge effect leads to a shift in a towards negative values with the common mean at a -0.111. On the other hand, the weakly prominent shoulder can be attributed to config 2b (red data point), where the electrostatic mirror was switched off.
The reduced χ 2 /ν values to test the goodness of the fit are listed in Fig. 27 for the individual configuration runs. The errors of the extracted a values were scaled with χ 2 /ν whenever the condition χ 2 /ν ≥ χ 2 ν,α /ν was met. The χ 2 ν,α value is derived from
with f ν χ 2 being the χ 2 distribution function with ν degrees of freedom. We took the significance level α = 0.05 according to the PDG guidelines [78] .
In order to investigate the effect of the individual systematic corrections onto a and its uncertainty it seems obvious to take the χ 2 function of Eq. (12) which includes all systematic corrections and to extract the a value for the data set of the particular configuration run. Then in a second step, the fit procedure is repeated but now with the systematic effect of interest turned off. Any change in a should therefore be attributable to the influence of the systematic effect under investigation. This procedure, however, does not lead to unambiguous quantitative results on the influence of the respective systematic effect on a. This is due to the fact that with the removal and addition of a systematic effect, the correlations between the fit parameters also change, which in turn influences the value on a as result of the χ 2 minimization. This is particularly the case when it comes to small systematic shifts which lie within the statistical (uncorrelated) error. In order to get an overview of the contribution of the systematic effects discussed in section IV, a different procedure is chosen: Starting point is the integral proton spectrum y Prior to a χ 2 fit, the respective count rate at measurement point (i) (cf. Fig. 1 b) was modified by an offset count rate which is Gaussian distributed around zero mean with standard deviation ∆y theo(n),i . For ∆y theo(n),i we take a statistical error ∼ 5 times smaller in total than the actual count rate error for config 1. This measure is a compromise between measurement sensitivity to trace tiny systematic shifts and the goodness of fit testing with a reduced χ 2 of χ 2 /ν ≤ 2. Table VII shows the influence of systematics discussed in section IV on the extracted value a fit from the fit.
The expected finding here is the dominant shift of the a value by the edge effect with reduced beam profile, 
a Relative change of a using the fit result of the retardation voltage-dependent background in config 1 (cf. Fig. 18 (a) ). For config 2, this value is already reduced by a factor of ∼ 2 and there will be no shift in a for the subsequent configuration runs.
which was already observed in the raw data fits without systematic corrections (cf. Fig. 27 ). Among the configuration runs with the standard parameter settings the listed systematic effects may add up to a relative shift in a of δa sys /a ∼ 1 %. All in all, this is a relatively small effect for the systematic corrections on the measurement values. The error on the individual systematic corrections (j) listed in Table VII can be estimated from the corresponding error band on g formed in which we minimize χ 2 as defined in Eq. (13) . Figure 28 shows the results from this procedure (cf. section III C) now with all systematic errors and their uncertainties included. The extracted a c values for the individual configuration runs were obtained from a fit in which independent fit parameters a c for the β-ν e angular correlation coefficient have been assigned to each configuration run (c). This approach leads to equal corrections of systematic effects as far as they are relevant for the respective configuration runs and indicates in the distribution of the a c values whether those do scatter statistically or not. Besides the a value extracted from config 2b ((EM) off), all other values behave as expected, which manifests in the depicted Gaussian ideogram (back) of Fig. 28 . The ideogram shown in red which includes the config 2b value, on the other hand, shows a pronounced tail towards positive a values. By ∼ 3 standard deviations, this value deviates from the peak position of the ideogram(s). The latter, in turn, matches almost perfectly with the extracted a value from the global fit, in which the overall data set (except config 2b) was fitted with only one common fit parameter for a.
We can identify two reasons why this non-standard measurement of config 2b does not allow us to extract a precise value on a via the χ 2 fit:
1. Protons which are emitted into the rear hemisphere are guided along the magnetic field lines onto the bottom flange (stainless steel) of the aSPECT spectrometer (B ∼ 0.11 T) if the electrostatic mirror (EM) is off. The angle-and energy-resolved intensity distributions of reflected H + ions were measured, e.g., in [79] for incident proton beams in the energy range < 1 keV. So a fraction of them is backscattered and may pass the AP if they can overcome the magnetic mirror below the DV and if their energy is higher than the applied retardation potential. Accordingly, one may expect a change of the integral proton spectrum which, however, cannot be quantitatively determined with sufficient accuracy. In case of EM 'on' (for all other configurations), there is no backscattering off materials, but rather it is a reversal of motion without energy loss.
A neutron beam polarization of P ∼ 3 % is needed
to get the same change of the integral spectrum than with about 10 % change of a. In config 2b, aSPECT operated as a 2π spectrometer (electrostatic mirror off) and the differential proton recoil spectrum ω p (T, a) (cf. Fig. 1 a) must be supplemented by a cos ϑ term (see Appendix B) according to
where ϑ is the angle between neutron spin and proton momentum and c denotes the product c = P · cos ϑ. The second term vanishes for P = 0 
n b m t l t Z 6 g S b z A S y x w S t 5 g B R + w w T 5 S n O E L z n E R X A b f g u / B j y t q 0 K h z 5 v H X C n 7 + B i v 7 q e E = < / l a t e x i t > 2 /⌫ and/or in case of a 4π detection of the decay protons (for the latter reason all other configurations are insensitive to a residual polarization). The H113 beam is nominally unpolarized, but the neutron guide wall of the ballistic 58 Ni/Ti supermirror guide [33] could cause a slight unwanted neutron polarization as observed on the NG-6 beam of the aCORN experiment [27] . Moreover, one must assume that the polarization is not homogeneously distributed over the beam profile. The lack of knowledge about the finite beam polarization and its spatial distribution in the decay volume does not allow to determine the model function of the integral proton spectrum from Eq. (42) good enough.
Both aspects, therefore, suggest not to take config 2b into account in the final data analysis. Hence, the value for the β-ν e angular correlation coefficient a obtained from the aSPECT experiment (cf. Fig. 28 ) is a = −0.10430 ± 0.00084 (43) which results in a relative uncertainty of ∆a/a = 0.8 % in the determination of this quantity. The error on a is the total error. Besides the statistical error it contains the uncertainties of the systematic corrections and the correlations among the fit parameters which enter the variance-covariance matrix to calculate the error on the derived quantity from the fit. Figure 29 shows the correlation coefficients between a and the various fit parameters which in most cases are < |0.2|.
Our new value is in good agreement with the present PDG value of (-0.1059 ± 0.0028) [24] for the β-ν e angular correlation coefficient of the free neutron but with the overall accuracy improved by a factor of 3.3. Using Eq. (2) one can deduce a value for the ratio of the weak axial-vector and vector coupling constant λ = g A /g V given by λ = (−1.2677 ± 0.0028) (44) Figure 30 shows the status of λ measurements (including our result) in which the distinction is made between measurements which determine the λ value from the beta-asymmetry A (blue data points), from the β-ν e angular correlation coefficient a (red data points) and from other observables (black data points).
An overall systematic difference at the 1-2 σ level cannot be identified between the different measures of λ extraction, although comparable accuracies are obtained with the most recent results.
Under the assumption of the conserved vector current (CVC) hypothesis, experimentally determined values for λ directly determine g A . This serves as a benchmark for lattice QCD calculations and determines the relationship among parameters of the weak hadronic current. Recent improvements in lattice QCD calculations which approach the per-cent-level determination in the physical point [23, [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] 
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In summary, we have measured the β-ν e angular correlation coefficient a with aSPECT resulting in a fractional precision of ∼ 0.8 %. This result is in good agreement with the present PDG value but with the overall accuracy improved by a factor of 3.3. Within the SM, the correlation coefficients in neutron β-decay can be expressed in terms of one parameter, λ, which is the ratio of the weak coupling constants: λ = g A /g V . With a = −0.10430 (84) we obtain λ = −1.2677 (28) . This value deviates by 2.8 σ from the most recent λ measurement of the PERKEO III collaboration [9] , which was determined via the β-asymmetry parameter A. This experimental situation calls for further improvements in the measurement accuracy; in particular being on par with the Perkeo result in terms of accuracy presents a major challenge.
The 4π detection of the decay protons with the aSPECT spectrometer which is based on the electrostatic MAC-E filter principle helps to a great deal to suppress unwanted systematics. From the analysis of the systematic effects we are confident that with an upgrade of the present spectrometer, a relative accuracy of ∆a/a ∼ 0.2 % can be reached.
The essential improvements in the order of their importance are:
1. WF differences of polycrystalline gold surfaces as well as their temporal fluctuations result in the current uncertainty of da/a ∼ 0.3 %. For this reason, electrode surfaces with better uniformity of the work function (e.g., as for gold single crystal layers) have to be used. Surface dipoles caused by adsorption of contaminants if exposed to ambient conditions may lead to potential changes of the electrode, but those are spatially uniform for Au surfaces in a defined crystallographic orientation [95] . As only the potential difference between the DV and AP electrode is of relevance, this WF offset (and its possible temporal drift) drops out. In this context, the current accuracy (∼ 13 mV) in the voltage mesurement must be improved accordingly.
2. The electrode system has to be redesigned. In particular, the use of a broader magnetic flux tube onto the enlarged SDD detector area of 3×3 pads should be realized. The uncorrelated statistical error at present contributes with ∼ 0.4 % to the total error and was obtained within ∼ 20 days effective data taking time at the PF1b beam line at ILL with two detector pads in operation. This measure will allow to reach a statistical limit of ∆a/a stat ∼ 0.1 % within 100 hours of effective data taking.
3. The major remaining systematic correction (after having eliminated the retardation voltagedependent background by improved vacuum conditions) is the edge effect and proton backscattering at the SDD detector. At present, the edge effect corrections (standard beam profile) are under control to a level of ∆a/a ∼ 0.1 %. A better adapted collimation of the incoming neutron beam will reduce the slope dI/dy of the beam profile in the DV and along with it the edge effect correction (cf. Eq. (22)). Proton backscattering at the SDD has been thoroughly investigated (cf. section IV F) and is under control at the level of ∆a/a < 0.1 %.
The envisaged relative accuracy in the determination of a in turn will result in a determination of λ of ∆λ/λ ∼ 4 · 10 −4 . This is the sensitivity range which was recently achieved by the PERKEO III collaboration. From neutron decay data, not only a precise V-A SM value of λ can be extracted. Of particular interest is the search for right-handed currents and for S and T interactions where the measurement of τ n , A and a, e.g., exhibit different dependencies [21, [96] [97] [98] . A common fit to the neutron decay data is all the more predictive on Beyond the Standard Model contributions if comparable accuracies are achieved. The authors gratefully acknowledge the strong support by the mechanical and electronic workshops at the Institute of Physics and the computing time granted on the supercomputer MOGON at JGU Mainz.
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Appendix A: Work function measurements using a Kelvin probe
The work function (WF) of different electrodes and its variation across the surface of each electrode was measured after the 2013 beam time by means of a Kelvin probe. Kelvin probe systems are vibrating capacitor systems and are based on the experimental approaches of [99] and [100] . The capacitor is formed by the sample electrode and the gold-plated tip (Ø = 2 mm) of the Kelvin probe. The term relative work function (WF rel ) in the context of Kelvin probe measurements tells that the WF of the electrode is measured relative to the WF of the probe tip, i.e., WF rel := WF tip − WF sample . The Kelvin probe used at ambient conditions (KP Technology SKP150150) is a scanning Kelvin probe system with scan size 15 cm ×15 cm specified to have a precision of 1 -3 meV. It is contained in an enclosure for reproducible and stable results. The enclosure contains an open container of saturated MgCl 2 ·6H 2 O solution to stabilize the air humidity at (33.2 ± 0.1) %. The latter is monitored by means of a humidity sensor. Prior to each WF scan the electrodes were wiped with isopropyl using fine-grade wipers (BEMCOT M-3) in order to receive similar initial conditions with lowest levels of lint and particles. After having put an electrode under the Kelvin probe for a scan measurement the environmental conditions have to stabilize. From the WF scans (step sizes of 1 mm or 3 mm) the average WF rel of each electrode was computed as well as the RMS fluctuation across its surface. Figure 31 (a) gives an example of a WF scan for segment AP-83 as part of the AP electrode.
The time for the system to stabilize for reproducible results on the level of ∼ 3 meV strongly depends on the air humidity at the time of placing the sample into the enclosure. WF changes accompanying the adsorption/desorption of water on gold surfaces have been investigated in [67] . Repeated scans after lock-up showed that it takes several days up to one week to reach stable conditions. This characteristic stabilization time is too long to perform all necessary scans of the DV and AP electrode segments which had to be cut into smaller pieces (28 DV and 40 AP segments) to fit into the scan- ning area. As a good compromise we took the time span overnight (∼ 12 h) for the system to stabilize, which allowed us to scan two electrode sample pieces per day. The choice of a shorter time span than the one required to equilibrate the sample electrode with the environment causes a larger uncertainty in the measured WF averages. This is shown in Fig. 31 b for repeated WF rel measurements of a single AP electrode segment (AP-83). The RMS fluctuations are ∼ 26 meV around the common mean of WF rel ∼ 92 meV. Therefore, for all the singleunit WF rel measurements of electrode segments we take the somewhat higher value ± 30 meV as common uncertainty. Figure 32 shows the distribution of the WF rel values for the DV and the AP electrode segments and the distribution of the RMS fluctuation across the individual surfaces.
The quantity of interest for aSPECT is the difference of the potentials of AP and DV. Any common change or drift of the WF will drop out in this difference. Since the Au-coated electrodes were manufactured and treated in the same way, most of the changes due to adsorbates, temperature, as well as temporal drifts are expected to cancel in the difference. The challenge lies in the quantification of residual changes. The issue of the quantification of the residual change of the WF difference between AP and DV electrodes can be subdivided into four categories:
• Accuracy of the WF measurements • Influence of the temperature differences on WF a. Accuracy of the WF measurements
The exact electrode geometry with the segments associated relative WF is implemented and used as input in KEMField for electromagnetic field and potential calculations in the DV and the AP region. For the AP electrode segments, the complete WF pattern (see Fig. 31 (a) was taken into account, while only the mean value was used to characterize the WF across the surface of a DV electrode segment. This is due to the fact that the flux tube inside the AP electrode passes closer to the surfaces of the segments than in the DV, where WF differences (patch sizes of ∼ 3×3 cm 2 ) are smeared out by the appropriate distance 29 . The impact of the measurement uncertainty (± 30 meV) on the extracted values U A is considered in the particle tracking simulation by modifying the measured WF of the individual electrode segments statistically with WF offsets generated from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and σ = 30 meV. The resulting RMS fluctuations in U A are then taken as error on the common mean. The measurements of the work function took place in 2014 and 2015 whereas the production beam time for the measurement of the beta-neutrino angular correlation was in summer 2013 and the gold plating of the electrodes was performed in early spring 2013. On these time scales one has to consider the issue of a changing WF over time.
Since only the difference between the WF of the AP and the DV electrode is of interest at aSPECT, the relatively large number of electrode segments can be used to investigate possible WF changes over time. A total of 40 electrode segments is used and divided into two subsets (i, j) of 20 pieces each. The pairwise WF difference ∆WF i,j=i+20 := WF i − WF j=i+20 of two segments, one from each subset, is calculated for the chosen division and the segment numbering used. This procedure was performed in a measuring campaign in 2014 and then approximately one year later in 2015. It has the advantage that on a statistical basis the measurement uncertainty of ± 30 meV largely drops out and a potential temporal effect can be observed. Figure 33 shows the distribution of the differences WF i,diff = ∆WF i,j=i+20 (2014)−∆WF i,j=i+20 (2015) . From this we can deduce the average change of WF diff = (5±6) meV. This is compatible with zero. The uncertainty yields the limit on the temporal stability of 11 meV.
For the 2013 measurement run we take 20 meV as a conservative upper limit for possible WF differences between the DV and AP electrode due to aging effects. the electrodes are located in the cold bore of the superconducting magnet, they cannot be baked out. Therefore, adsorbates like water are not fully removed under vacuum and the modification of the WF or what is more relevant to our case: the change in WF differences had to be investigated. To experimentally check WF changes, we put two electrode segments of aSPECT in a Kelvin probe at vacuum (end pressure ∼ 2 · 10 −5 mbar) which had been set-up for WF measurements for the KATRIN experiment. To get reliable and stable values the work functions were measured after the system had been stabilized. In order to have an almost simultaneous WF comparison, only line scans (∼ 15 min) across the surfaces were performed, one immediately after the other with the samples in alternation. Figure 34 shows the sequence of the average relative WF extracted from such line scans for both electrode samples. During the initial phase of pumping down relatively large WF rel changes of ∼ 100 meV can be observed since the 'simultaneity' of the alternating sample scans was not given due to the big temporal WF gradient. This stabilizes at a pressure of around 10 −3 mbar. What follows is a steady decrease of the WF of both samples, but with a stable WF difference of ∼ 20 meV. The scans were stopped overnight (∼ 12 h). Continuation of scans at the end pressure of ∼ 10 −5 mbar showed stable WF conditions at a WF difference of ∼ 10 meV. From these investigations we deduce: In going to UHV conditions inside aSPECT one has to assume an additional uncertainty of 10 meV in the WF differences of the AP and DV electrodes measured under ambient conditions.
d. Influence of the temperature differences on WF
The work function exhibits a small dependence on the temperature [102, 103] . We have measured temperatures at the electrode system in several places close to our electrodes during the off-line beam time in 2012. Tempera-value of a and is there a way to calculate the probability density function (PDF) of a which results from our data set without any further assumption. Because of the statistical error of our data, the measured ones as well as the Monte Carlo calculations, are in good approximation normally distributed, χ 2 -fitting is the preferable method to obtain maximum likelihood, because the logarithm of the likelihood function L(θ) is related to the χ 2 (θ) function: ln (L(θ)) = − 1 2 χ 2 (θ), if L(θ) normally distributed.
(C1) Once we had set up our χ 2 -fitter within Mathematica, we profit from the fact that Mathematic has already implemented sophisticated methods to find a global minimum, e.g., differential evolution [104] or stimulated annealing ( [105] and paragraph 11.4.1 of [106] ). We verified that all methods reached the same χ 2 min = χ 2 (θ) for the same fit parameter setθ. Now we had to face the problem that calculating the partial derivatives ∂χ 2 (θ)/∂θ i is not feasible for numerical reasons, but those are needed for the standard method to calculate the Fisher information matrix I = M −1 c , which is the inverse of the correlation matrix M c (see Eqs. (11.8) and (11.9) of [106] ). From the definition of I in combination with Eq. (C1) we get from a Taylor expansion atθ:
As an approximation of Iθ, we calculate K 1σ , a symmetrical (m × m) curvature matrix which defines the m-dimensional parabola representing χ 2 (θ) from χ 2 values in the 1σ-neighborhood ofθ. To determine the m 2 /2 + m/2 = 2346 parameters of K 1σ , k = 9385 values of χ 2 (θ i ) were calculated on a m-dimensional grid over the fit parameter space in the vicinity ofθ and finally this data set was fitted to a m-dimensional parabola defined by K 1σ andθ. A measure how well the likelihood function is normally distributed (nd) is given by σ 2 nd , the average quadratic deviation of χ 2 (θ) from the parabolic shape
A normally distributed likelihood function results in σ 2 nd = 0, while σ 2 nd < 10 −4 indicates that on average, the relative deviation is less than 1 % from the normal distribution, which we regard as a good approximation. We obtained σ 2 nd = 6.8·10 −6 , a result which justifies in retrospect our assumption regarding the normal distribution. The calculation of the PDF of a shown as blue points in Fig. 36 of [106] ). For further investigation of higher-order correlations between parameters, profiling can be used in principle but is out of reach with respect to computing time. Therefore, as an alternative to classical statistical approaches, we followed the Bayesian approach and performed Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) calculations (chapter 12 of [106] ) by implementing the MetropolisHastings algorithm [107, 108] in combination with an exponential sampler of the likelihood function. After the Marcov chain values have entered a high probability region (burn in phase), the phase space density of the Marcov chain values in our fit parameter space is proportional to the PDF of the likelihood function. Therefore, a multidimensional histogram of a MCMC data set shows directly the full picture of correlations without any assumptions regarding the PDFs of the parameters involved and/or the order of their correlations. This reasoning also holds for one dimension as shown in Fig. 36 , in which the PDF of a is derived from a histogram of a MCMC data set in comparison to the maximum likelihood profile. Further we derived the correlation matrix of the likelihood function at maximum from the correlation analysis of a MCMC data set. Within the statistical error of 2 %, the coefficients are identical to the ones of the classical approach, which also proves that our likelihood function is normally distributed in all its parameters and therefore the classical and Bayesian approach lead to the same result. Furthermore, we used the MCMC method in combination with heating, i.e., incorporating a temperature parameter (temperature factor of 1000, see paragraph 12.4 of [106] ) followed by a slow annealing process. The functional dependence of the sampler from the temperature steps is similar in case of annealing in the MCMC context as in the case of classical χ 2 minimization with the stimulated annealing method. Nevertheless, how the sampler result is used is quite different and therefore these methods are unequal and the fact that we got the same global maximum of the likelihood function
